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Abstract

Multi-Object Tracking and Segmentation (MOTS) aims to
detect objects’ masks and track their trajectories through-
out videos, which has a wide range of applications in au-
tonomous driving, safety monitoring, video analytics, etc.
Most existing MOTS methods focus on tuning and competing
over one specific dataset at a time, which can only reflect
their performance on a small subset of real-world scenar-
ios. However, real-world tracking requires trackers to work
robustly and consistently on any dataset without dataset-
specific tuning. To achieve this, we propose RobTrack, a
robust tracker baseline optimized from two aspects w.r.t.
robust detection and association. For robust detection, a
strong Cascade Mask R-CNN detector is utilized to first
generate coarse object masks, incorporated with a Massive
Instance Augmentation (MIA) method during training to im-
prove its generalization ability in various scenarios. Then,
a Patch-Based Mask Refinement (PBMR) module is applied
to these coarse object masks for higher mask quality. For
robust association, we propose an Ensemble Full-Category
(EFC) tracker consisting of two expert trackers w.r.t. com-
mon (e.g., person, vehicle) and general (e.g., non-human and
non-vehicle objects) categories, enabling optimal associa-
tion for both category domains. To further improve the asso-
ciation accuracy, a well-designed Offline Re-Linking (ORL)
strategy is applied to each video sequence to obtain the final
tracking results. Extensive experiments are conducted on a
very large-scale RobMOTS dataset, which consists of eight
smaller MOTS datasets. The results show that our proposed
method performs well in both detection and association for
all of the eight datasets, and achieves the first place in the
RobMOTS 2021 challenge, demonstrating its significance in
robust real-world tracking.

1. Introduction
Multi-Object Tracking and Segmentation (MOTS) aims at

automatically detecting pixel-level object masks and consis-
tently assigning their IDs throughout the video sequence. As

demanded by the task of Robust MOTS (RobMOTS) [13],
all the objects belonging to 80 COCO [11] categories in
eight sub-benchmarks should be detected and tracked, which
can cover most objects of interest in real-world scenarios.
To encourage meaningful improvements for robust tracking,
this task uses a robust HOTA [14] metric for evaluation,
which treats the two sub-tasks of detection and association
equally, and can balance the importance of class-averaged
and detection-averaged tracking under real-world setting.

Since both detection and association matter, we propose
to optimize our tracker from two aspects w.r.t. robust detec-
tion and association sub-tasks, respectively. For robust de-
tection, we expect a detector to estimate high-quality masks
for any object without biases to specific categories or scenar-
ios, thus providing the subsequent association process with
more accurate and robust object proposals. To achieve this,
we propose to enhance our detector with Massive Instance
Augmentation (MIA) during training and Patch-Based Mask
Refinement (PBMR) during inference, aiming to improve
the generalization ability (more robust) and mask quality
(more accurate), respectively. For robust association, we
expect a tracker to robustly track objects of all the categories.
However, we conjecture that there exists a gap when track-
ing objects of different super-categories (i.e., common and
general). To address this, we propose an Ensemble Full-
Category (EFC) tracker that leverages expert knowledge
from both of the two category domains to enable optimal
association for both of them. Besides, to further improve
the association accuracy, a simple Offline Re-Linking (ORL)
method is applied to re-link broken trajectories belonging
to the same IDs together. Experiments conducted on the
RobMOTS dataset show our superiority to all of the other
methods on the leader board for both detection and asso-
ciation accuracy, indicating its significance towards robust
real-world tracking.

2. Method

The overview of our method is shown in Figure 1, which
consists of two steps: robust detection and robust associa-
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Figure 1. Overview of RobTrack.

tion, responsible for detecting objects and associating them
throughout input frames, respectively.

2.1. Robust Detection

Our robust detector uses Cascade Mask R-CNN [2] with
EfficientNet-B7 [24] as the backbone and NAS-FPN [7]
(P3∼P7) as the feature pyramid. To improve its robustness,
we further apply Massive Instance Augmentation (MIA) and
Patch-Based Mask Refinement (PBMR) during training and
inference detailed in the following.

2.1.1 Massive Instance Augmentation

Although COCO dataset [11] contains a large amount of
training data for instance segmentation, it can only cover
a small subset of various real-world scenarios. If we train
our detector purely with the original COCO data, it probably
can’t generalize well to real-world scenes. One possible
solution is to augment existing annotated samples to create
massive new instance mask and image pairs. Besides of
using traditional data augmentations like random resizing
and flipping, we further utilize copy-paste augmentation pre-
sented in [6] to maximize the data efficiency. By pasting
diverse objects of various scales to new background images,
we can create challenging and novel training data that suits
better for real-world setting, boosting the generalization abil-
ity and robustness of our detector.

2.1.2 Patch-Based Mask Refinement

Since the task of MOTS matches detected objects with
ground truths using pixel-level Intersection-over-Union
(IoU), mask quality can also affect the tracking performance.
Therefore, we apply patch-based refinement [25] to previ-
ously detected coarse object masks to enhance our mask
details. Specifically, we first extract a series of small image
patches along the coarse mask boundary for each object.
Then, a refinement network trained on COCO is applied
to refine boundaries for these patches. After that, we re-
assemble these patches to formulate a new high-quality full

mask.

2.2. Robust Association

Provided with robust and high-quality detection results,
our robust association focuses on tracking the detected ob-
jects throughout videos. To achieve this, we propose an
Ensemble Full-Category (EFC) tracker and an Offline Re-
Linking strategy detailed below.

2.2.1 Ensemble Full-Category Tracker

For robust association, our tracker should be able to re-
identify objects of all categories throughout videos. Ex-
perimentally, we observe that utilizing trackers based on
different re-identification (reID) models for objects of differ-
ent super-categories can achieve optimal association. To be
more specific, we divide 80 COCO classes into two super-
categories: common and general. ”Common” refer to those
that commonly seen in real-world scenarios, including per-
sons and vehicles (i.e. car, bus, truck, motorcycle, bicycle).
”General” refer to the opposite, including animals, acces-
sories, still stuff and so on.

For ”common”, we let all the objects in a frame image
share one multi-scale global feature, which is extracted by
a ResNet-50 backbone with FPN neck [10]. Then, a shared
reID head is added to the global feature to estimate object-
specific reID features via RoI-Align [9]. Such feature sharing
can provide each object with more contextual information
such as location and background appearance, both are impor-
tant reID clues in scenes with crowded people and vehicles,
which is very common in real-world scenarios. We train this
common reID model on RobMOTS dataset by filtering out
non-person and non-vehicle annotations to focus on common
objects. To enrich reID samples, we further incorporate a re-
gion proposal network into this model to enable quasi-dense
reID sampling as described in [20]. With these common
reID features, a completely appearance-based bi-directional
matching [20] is utilized as the association strategy to track
common objects, which we find is better than adding motion
clues like optical flow [15, 12] and Kalman filter [1, 4, 5].
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Table 1. Ablation studies on Massive Instance Augmentation (MIA), Patch-Based Mask Refinement (PBMR), Ensemble Full-Category (EFC)
Tracker, and Offline Re-Linking (ORL) strategy. Here Tracker-C and Tracker-G denote single trackers with different reID implementations.
HOTA-F, HOTA-C, HOTA-D denote final, class-averaged, detection-averaged HOTA scores, respectively. DetA, DetRe, DetPr denote
detection accuracy, recall, precision, respectively. AssA, AssRe, AssPr denote association accuracy, recall, precision, respectively.

MIA PBMR Tracker ORL HOTA-F↑ HOTA-C↑ HOTA-D↑ DetA↑ DetRe↑ DetPr↑ AssA↑ AssRe↑ AssPr↑
- - EFC - 60.51% 55.79% 65.95% 57.68% 64.45% 77.51% 65.21% 70.00% 82.95%
X - EFC - 62.32% 58.14% 67.03% 60.75% 68.10% 78.08% 65.53% 70.19% 84.15%
X X EFC - 62.83% 58.31% 67.98% 61.32% 68.38% 79.17% 66.06% 70.54% 84.60%
X X Tracker-C X 62.28% 57.83% 67.34% 60.98% 68.10% 78.61% 65.36% 69.49% 84.79%
X X Tracker-G X 61.78% 57.43% 66.70% 60.95% 68.21% 78.43% 64.46% 67.79% 85.64%
X X EFC X 63.15% 58.64% 68.29% 61.32% 68.38% 79.17% 66.72% 71.35% 84.26%

Table 2. Comparisons with other methods on the leader board of RobMOTS challenge.
Method split HOTA-F↑ HOTA-C↑ HOTA-D↑ DetA↑ DetRe↑ DetPr↑ AssA↑ AssRe↑ AssPr↑

STP [13] val 55.90% 51.43% 61.07% 57.62% 64.63% 77.11% 56.34% 59.67% 83.60%
SIA [23] val 58.73% 54.22% 63.96% 57.64% 64.63% 77.15% 61.71% 65.18% 85.28%
SBT [26] val 60.52% 56.25% 65.42% 57.68% 64.45% 77.51% 65.21% 70.00% 82.95%

Ours val 63.15% 58.64% 68.29% 61.32% 68.38% 79.17% 66.72% 71.35% 84.26%
STP [13] test 54.35% 48.88% 61.13% 55.78% 61.78% 75.48% 55.04% 58.26% 81.89%

MeNToS [18] test 55.52% 49.98% 62.52% 52.38% 56.48% 77.13% 60.80% 64.97% 81.39%
SIA [23] test 56.87% 51.36% 63.67% 55.83% 61.81% 75.52% 59.81% 63.63% 83.38%
SBT [26] test 58.59% 53.20% 65.18% 55.92% 61.60% 75.93% 63.07% 68.54% 80.20%

Ours test 61.20% 55.57% 67.97% 59.43% 65.33% 78.16% 64.76% 69.47% 83.03%

For ”general”, we follow the spirit of traditional reID
methods [16, 17] that each object is cropped from the full
image and resized to a fixed size to extract reID features
individually. We do this for two reasons: 1) In most cases,
general objects can be easily identified based on their colors,
shapes and COCO categories. Thus, cropped object images
mostly contain enough appearance information for reID. 2)
Annotations of general objects in most MOTS datasets are
much more sparse compared to common objects. Some of
them (e.g. bags, hand-held tools) even have bounding box
overlap with common objects. These may cause the reID
learning of general objects misled by irrelevant contextual
information dominated by common objects and backgrounds.
To build this general reID model, we use Instance-Batch Nor-
malization Network (IBN-Net50-A) [19] as its backbone and
train it with a bag of tricks presented in [16]. Due to the rel-
atively limited annotations of general objects in RobMOTS,
we further collect more than 100,000 instance IDs from sev-
eral video object detection datasets [22, 21] as the training
data, which we believe would greatly enrich general object
patterns including colors, shapes and categories. Based on
these reID features, our general tracker uses DeepSORT [27]
as its association strategy, where we also remove motion
clues predicted by Kalman filter [1] similar to our common
tracker.

2.2.2 Offline Re-Linking

To avoid accumulated errors in long-term tracking, an effec-
tive and necessary way is to set a maximum memory length

N for our trackers. Specifically, if an ID has disappeared
for more than N frames, it will be removed from the mem-
ory. However, this might cause broken tracklets when an
ID reappears after being occluded for a long time, which
occurs frequently in crowded scenes. To address this, we
propose an Offline Re-Linking (ORL) strategy to fix these
broken trajectories. For each video, we first compute average
appearance features globally for all the IDs tracked online. If
global appearance similarity between two IDs is greater than
a threshold value (set to 0.8 in our experiments), we’ll re-link
them as the same ID. In practice, an ID can be matched with
multiple other IDs with similarities above the threshold. In
some circumstances, these IDs may have tracklet overlaps
along time, which might cause the same ID be assigned to
different objects in a frame. To avoid such ambiguity, we
borrow the spirit from non-maximum suppression (NMS)
algorithm [3, 8]. Firstly, we sort the matched IDs from large
to small according to similarities. Then, if the matched IDs
have time overlaps, we only assign the original ID to the
most similar matched ID; otherwise we directly assign the
original ID to all the matched IDs.

3. Experiments

3.1. Ablation Studies

As shown in Table 1, we conduct comprehensive abla-
tion studies on the validation set of RobMOTS to investigate
the importance of our major components. Specifically, we
use Ensemble Full-Category (EFC) tracker provided with
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original Cascade Mask R-CNN detections as a baseline,
where the result is shown in the 1st row of Table 1. Af-
ter progressively applying Massive Instance Augmentation
(MIA), Patch-Based Mask Refinement (PBMR) and Offline
Re-Linking (ORL) to the baseline, we can observe signifi-
cant improvements on HOTA. In particular, MIA and PBMR
greatly improve detection performance while ORL enables
much better association performance. To further show the
effectiveness of our ensemble tracker design, we replace the
EFC tracker in our full method (the 6th row of Table 1) with
single trackers whose reID models are trained in ways of
common tracker and general tracker (the 4th row and the 5th
rows of Table 1), respectively. The great improvements over
the two variants with single trackers demonstrate the robust-
ness of combining expert trackers from different category
domains.

3.2. Comparison Results

We also compare our approach with other top methods
[26, 23, 18, 13] in the RobMOTS challenge on validation and
test sets. As can be seen from Table 2, our RobTrack baseline
significantly outperforms all of the other methods for not
only detection accuracy (DetA) but also association accuracy
(AssA), indicating its effectiveness in both detection and
association for robust tracking.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose RobTrack, a robust tracker base-

line for real-world Multi-Object Tracking and segmentation
(MOTS). We divide the overall MOTS task into detection
and association, and optimize both of them to achieve robust
tracking. Extensive experiments demonstrate our effective-
ness and superiority to other approaches in robust real-world
tracking.
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